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78 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. BogoiavlenskiThere are two essential issues that one should consider when designingsuch a software system:(i) huge volumes of raw data;(ii) a large number of various unprede�ned characteristics and formatsof their presentation that may be in need of a user depending onanalysis purposes.This paper presents the �rst prototype of a system TCPconan, whichaims to help a researcher in solving a wide spectrum of problems based onprocessing TCP tra�c data. Two key ideas make the base of the system:using connections as elementary units of tra�c monitoring, and exiblemanagement of data processing by a speci�cation language.The �rst one gives an e�ective way of processed data reduction. More-over, this idea is in close agreement with the TCP paradigm|the mostpopular transport protocol widely spread throughout the current Internet.The second idea is that a user should be allowed to control data pro-cessing according to his/her goals. For this purpose, the speci�cationlanguage TCPconal was designed, and it provides an e�ective mechanismof user management of tra�c data processing. A TCPconal translatorwas built into the system and it is one of the vital parts of the system.The system operates in the Linux operating system environment, andit is implemented in C. To build the prototype we used GNU C com-piler, flex, bison and tcpdump. It is worth noting that the prototypeimplementation is fully based on free available software.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains areview of used methods and ideas. The architecture of the system TCP-conal is described in section 3. A short discussion of the �rst experimentsis presented in section 4.2 Software for TCP tra�c monitoring andprocessing: the general features2.1 MCSP class of software systemsDiverse problems that arise in the network management area demand de-velopment of a special class of software systems that perform the e�cient�xation of network and application resources utilization. Any system from



System TCPconan 79this class ought to implement the following four functions: tra�c monitor-ing (capturing), data compression, storage and processing. Accordingly,we name such a system as a MCSP system and the corresponding classthe MCSP class.Development of a MCSP system is not a trivial problem. The potentialmarket of the MCSP software grows together with the growth of volumesof tra�c data requiring the analysis. This is a result of the growth ofcommunication channels throughput. Leading providers of network hard-ware and software do active actions in this sector of the market. It isworth noting that they begin to intensively explore the idea of treating aconnection as an elementary unit of tra�c data.The main functions of a MCSP system allow us to consider it as acertain complex of the following subsystems:1. capture of tra�c data;2. data compression;3. compressed data storage;4. data processing;5. report generation.Methods of tra�c capturing have been well developed by a lot of re-searchers. Any network operation system implements a set of appropria-tive functions, and modern network hardware support them.Problems of tra�c compression and storage become more and moretopical, because volumes of transfered data grow and can reach extremelylarge values [2, 3, 4]. One approach, which is based on a notion of a con-nection as an elementary unit of tra�c data, seems to be a perspectivesolution of these problems. The idea of connections monitoring insteadof raw packets allows to compress tra�c data in an order of several mag-nitudes without losing the most important information for the posterioranalysis.The problem of tra�c data processing as well as report generationessentially depends on a research goal. The most of modern software(see for example [5{11]) do not support exible management of tra�cdata processing. All calculated characteristics are �xed inside the soft-ware program and a user cannot explicitly vary them depending on the



80 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenskianalysis he/she requires. Development of a special class of languages, in-tended to specify required processing and a format of the output results,is an e�ective way to implement the idea of exible management that isa solution to many problems of this part of a MCSP system.2.2 TCP tra�cTCP is a transport protocol, and it is the most popular one in the cur-rent Internet. It provides reliable data transfer. The TCP standard wasdescribed in [12], but some modi�cations was introduced in [13].TCP tra�c is a target of processing in the TCPconan system. Thisoption was chosen for two basic reasons:1. TCP tra�c is the largest part of the current Internet tra�c, so itsbehavior is the most important from a researcher point of view.2. A notion of a connection was initially built into the TCP paradigm,and it allows to use naturally the idea of connections monitoring.Thus, TCP is the main factor that determines a general character of theInternet tra�c and is the best candidate for the base of an investigation,which aims to capture the key features of the Internet tra�c.A level of TCP connections is more important and adequate than alevel of TCP packets, because it gives a clearer and more compressed pic-ture of tra�c behavior, rejecting many minor details and random events.Unfortunately, the level of TCP packets continues to be popular and it isused in the most part of modern software.2.3 De�nition of a connectionGenerally speaking, a connection is de�ned as any substream of the totalpackets stream. To concretize this de�nition one should formulate thecertain rules to extract (identify) the substreams.There are some standard characteristics that may form the base of theconnection identifying rules:� Endpoints� Establishment and termination� Directionality� Transfered data description� Auxiliary attributes



System TCPconan 812.3.1 EndpointsAny connection has two members: A and B, each of them is called anendpoint of the connection. The most popular way to identify an endpointis to consider a pair (a; p), where a is an IP address of a host and p is aport. This de�nition has the source in TCP and UDP nature [15, 16].Another way is to use more aggregate strategy. For example, as anendpoint one can consider a group of hosts or a group of applicationprotocols.Thus, in accordance with research goals, a connection de�nition re-quires establishing a reasonable midpoint between granularity and ag-gregation of network objects. A high level of aggregation results in ahigh level of data volume reduction, but this declines the quality of savedinformation, because some important facts may be lost after such datacompression.The TCPconan system scans TCP connections, so it associates an end-point with a pair of a TCP address and a port. However, some connectionsmay be united into groups by �lters de�ned in a TCPconal program.2.3.2 Establishment and terminationThe characteristics de�ne the connection living time. One should de-termine when a connection is established and when it is terminated. Aconnection is said to be established when the �rst transmission1 betweenthe endpoints was observed. A de�nition of a connection termination ismore complex. There are several ways to determine when a connection isterminated.The protocol paradigm. Any connection{oriented protocol has rulesto determine connection termination. For instance, TCP uses a notionof an abstract state machine, and each state corresponds to some currentstate of a TCP connection. However, this approach needs additional ac-tions to perform the rules of a certain protocol. Also, it may become toocomplicated when the tra�c is formed by di�erent protocols on the samelevel. Moreover, there are popular protocols that are not connection{oriented, such as UDP. The main feature is in the possibility of capturing1As a rule, it means the �rst packet.



82 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenskisome speci�c information about a connection. For instance, one can cap-ture a status of TCP connection termination: normally �nished, reset,aborted, etc. Thus, this method allows showing a more adequate pictureof real tra�c behavior.Timeout on an inactivity period. In this method a certain value �tis �xed. Let t0 be the time of the last transmission between the endpoints.If there are no another transmission during the interval [t0; t0+�t], thenthe connection is treated as terminated. The value �t is called a timeoutthreshold. A problem of choosing an appropriate threshold �t is not easyand can vary from some seconds to some minutes or even hours. As a rule,the threshold is a con�gurable parameter of the software. This method iseasy to implement, so it is the most popular at the present time.Limitation of the living time. While a connection has been estab-lished but not yet terminated, some data about this connection are accu-mulated in temporary memory. To reduce the volume of memory utiliza-tion, a method similar to the previous one is used. Again, the threshold�t is �xed, but now it is a limit of the connection living time, a connectionis not allowed to live more than time �t. So a memory entry for a certainconnection is taken only for the �xed time �t, after that the connectionis just treated as terminated, and the entry is freed.In practice, these methods are used in combination. For example,TCPconan implements the �rst one, but there is a threshold (the defaultvalue is now equal to 3600 sec.) on an inactive period of any establishedconnection. Cisco NetFlow combines the 2nd and the 3rd methods [1].2.3.3 DirectionalityConnections can be unidirectional or bidirectional. In the former case aconnection transfers data only from one endpoint to another, and this factis reected as: either A! B , or B ! A .The latter one means that data may ow in both directions A � B.The bidirectional case also has two variants: either data ows in thedi�erent directions are considered separately, or both streams are unitedand treated as indistinguishable.



System TCPconan 83Unidirectional connections are easier for monitoring and processing,because they need simpler data structures and shorter program code. Itis the reason for the popularity of this technique in such hardware likerouters [1].The bidirectional method is more adequate to compute a real pictureof tra�c behavior, because the dependences between the orthogonal dataows are not lost. A good example is NeTraMet [17]|a free softwareimplementation of the RTFM meter and manager [15].The TCPconan system considers a connection as duplex, because itwas stated by the TCP paradigm. Moreover, it distinctly processes datatransmitted in the same direction: proper data, acknowledgments andretransmissions.2.3.4 Transferred data descriptionThe aim of a connection is to transfer data from one endpoint to another.Thus, there is a need to have a way of this data description.Let d(t) be some function that characterizes the data ow evolutionduring the living time of a connection. For each time point t the corre-sponding value d(t) indicates how the connection data were transmittedin the period from the beginning of the connection till the moment t.This function may have vector values from Rn , and n is the number ofdistinct parts of the data: one may separately consider tra�c in di�erentdirections, or distinguish auxiliary and proper data. The simplest case iswhen a connection transfers homogeneous data, and it gives that n = 1.A particular example of d(t) is a function that shows a volume of datatransferred to the moment t. It is a data volume accumulator. If thedynamics of data that ow through a connection is unknown, but thetotal volume V of transferred data is given, then we can introduce thefunction d(t) as a linear accumulative function:d(t) = t� t1t2 � t1V ; when t1 6 t 6 t2 ;where t1 and t2 are times of connection establishment and terminationrespectively.The TCPconan system describes the connection data by a vector v ofconstant scalars, each of them characterizes the total amount of a certain



84 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenskitype of transfered data. This goes according with data direction (from aclient or from a server), measure units (in octets or in packets), and sort ofdata (proper data, acknowledgmented or retransmitted). This vector doesnot depend on time, but, as mentioned above, one can always constructthe linear accumulative function d(t).2.3.5 Auxiliary attributesA connection may have some auxiliary attributes, and it depends on aconcrete target problem. In general, auxiliary attributes describe somepeculiarities of the connection behavior.For example, TCPconan stores the following attributes for any TCPconnection:� Establishment status: standard, no the �rst SYN, no the secondSYN, no any SYN, simultaneous SYNs, not established.� Termination status: �nished by a client, �nished by a server, abortedby a client, aborted by a server, timeout threshold exceeded, TCP-conan was interrupted.� Service number (application protocol over TCP).2.3.6 A general de�nition of a connectionSummarizing all the above statements, we conclude that any connectioncan be seen as a tuple (P; T; d(t); a), where P = (p1; p2)|endpoints ofthe connection, T = (t1; t2)|its start and �nish times, d(t)|a functionthat characterizes the data stream, transferred through the connection,and a|some auxiliary attributes.The directionality property is taken into account by function d(t). Insome cases auxiliary attributes a can also be included in d(t) (it will onlyincrement a dimension of the vector space, where d(t) takes its values).2.4 Speci�cation of tra�c data processingA type of tra�c analysis strongly depends on research goals and cannot be�xed once and forever. As a result, di�erent algorithms of data processingare needed to satisfy various research requirements. Therefore, a MCSPsystem has to provide user management of data processing and resultsreporting.



System TCPconan 85The simplest way to implement this mechanism is a command line,when a user controls the system with a certain set of options. However,as practice shows, the modern features of data processing are so rich anddiverse that such a poor tool as a command line has not been enough toexpress in an easy form the most part of user requirements.Another approach is based on a language of data processing speci�ca-tion. It means that a user writes a program, where the required processingand a report format are de�ned. The speci�cation language approach hasthe most expressive power of currently existing ones. One example of aspeci�cation language is SRL [14], and its compiler is available as part ofNeTraMet [17].The system TCPconan supports a new speci�cation language|TCPconal, which is a tool to specify the required processing of TCPconnections data and a desired format of the reports. Some basics of theTCPconal description was introduced in [18, 19].The authors believe that the speci�cation language approach is one ofthe most perspective ways to implement the idea of exible managementof tra�c data processing.3 Architecture of the TCPconan systemWe named our system TCPconan, and it is an abbreviation from \TCPconnection analyzer". This system is destined to investigate TCP tra�con the level of TCP connections, and its �rst prototype is oriented tocapture the following characteristics:� Summary of general information on TCP connections, which wereestablished by a given group of hosts.� Frequency characteristics of activity for each member of a givengroup of hosts relative to the total TCP tra�c.� Frequency characteristics of utilization for each application protocolunder TCP.3.1 Principles and a skeleton scheme of the systemThe system pursues two goals: the �rst one is to capture and to storedata on TCP connections, the second is to calculate and to output somecharacteristics of TCP tra�c. These goals divide the system in two parts:data acquisition and data processing.



86 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. BogoiavlenskiPacketcapture Connectionextraction Connectiondata base Requiredprocessing ReportgenerationNetwork - - - - -Figure 1. Scheme of the system TCPconanTCPconan is a set of utilities; each of them can be used either inde-pendently, or in combination with others by pipes. The system uses TCPconnection as an elementary tra�c unit. TCPconan is oriented to dealwith some structural formations, which may appear in a target network:various combinations of hosts, clients, servers and application protocols.The TCPconal translator is supported by the system to control tra�cdata processing and formats of reports.Accordingly with the de�nition of a MCSP system, TCPconan is parti-tioned into �ve main subsystems, as is shown in Figure 1. Each subsystemis implemented with one or two modules. Each module can be piped withanother software if its input data format is correctly kept.The prototype of TCPconan consists of 6 modules. A module Captureis used for data acquisition (TCP packet capture). The TCP connectionextraction belongs to the duties of modules Machine and Pconan. Theconnection database was implemented as a module Condb and it keepsconnections data in a compressed form. The crucial part of processing andreports generation are performed by a module Conan. A user interface isa function of the module Interface.3.1.1 Packets captureThe module Capture captures all TCP packets, which ow through themonitored channel and it keeps a small amount of information per packetfor subsequent processing. This information includes:1. Time stamp. This is the time of the packet observation by Capture(year, month, day, hour, minute, second, fraction of a second).2. Endpoints of TCP connection (IPv4 addresses and TCP port num-bers of a client and a server).3. Volume of transferred data in octets.4. Sequential numbers of transferred and ack'ed data octets.



System TCPconan 875. TCP ags (SYN, FIN, RST, PUSH, URG, ACK).6. TCP slide window size.7. TCP options.All these data are written in a �le (default extension .raw). At presentthe module Capture uses the standard Unix utility tcpdump [20], whichoutputs the data in a di�erent format than the TCPconan one. Trans-lation from tcpdump format to TCPconan one was implemented with autility flex. The goal of TCPconan format is e�ective memory saving,because the tcpdump format has a lot of minor details.The module Capture saves captured packets in two formats: textualand binary. The textual format uses only decimal digits, spaces and EOLs.It provides the ability to compress e�ectively. The binary format uses acomputer{oriented form of data presentation, and it is more e�ective withrespect of the memory utilization.The module checks errors in the input data format. Each record of apacket with the wrong format is ignored and the warning is written to alog �le.Figure 2 introduces an example of external channel monitoring andshows the role of the module Capture in this process.
WAN LANExternal channel packet npacket n�1: : :packet 2packet 1

tcpdump Capture? - 6Figure 2. An example of the TCPconan approach of an external channelmonitoring



88 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. Bogoiavlenski3.1.2 TCP connections discoveringThe module Machine emulates a TCP state machine, which is a formaldescription of a TCP connection. Input data have the same format as theoutput of Capture.The module scans the input data (TCP packets stream) and renewsa special table, which contains information on the discovered TCP con-nections. For each live connection, the table contains an entry, which isaccumulated information on this connection including the current state ofthe corresponding TCP state machine.An entry in the table are allocated immediately after the �rst packetof a connection has been observed by the module Machine. The moduledoes not remove any entries|this is a task of the module Pconan, whichshares the table with Machine.Memory resources are limited, so the table has entries for a �nitenumber of TCP connections. The maximum number of TCP connections,which are concurrently processing at the same time, may be con�gured.A log �le warns of all observed errors.3.1.3 Preliminary processing of TCP connectionsThe functions of the module Pconan are the following: (i) determinationof terminated TCP connections, (ii) their preliminary processing, and (iii)form and output the report.The module looks through the table, �lled by the module Machine,trying to search a terminated connection. When it succeeds, it processesthe data accumulated for this connection by Machine, and then it writesthe result into a �le. The �le, generated by Pconan, contains the followingdata for each connection:1. Addresses of connection participants2. Time stamps of connection start and �nish3. Application protocol (type of service)4. Connection status (establishment and termination character)5. Volume of transferred data (data sent and received, retransmittedand actually transferred, in octets and in packets)The entry occupied by the processed connection is freed.
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packet Npacket N�1...packet 2packet 1

connection Mconnection M�1connection 2connection 1...MachinePconan- -
Figure 3. Scheme of the joint work of modules Machine and PconanFrom a functional point of view, the modules Machine and Pconanare an analogy of the tcpreduce [5] and tcptrace [6] utilities. For thesame reasons as Capture, the module Pconan supports two output format:binary and textual.Machine and Pconan may work only together and the scheme is shownin Figure 3.3.1.4 Connections data baseThe module Condb implements a special database for storing data on TCPconnections. The database allows the following services:� Searching connections with a given �lter� Deleting old data� Adding new dataFilters are described in a TCPconal program, and the rules of theirconstructing are based on the speci�cation of this language, see [18] or [19]for details.New data are formed by the module Pconan and they are sent to Condbby a pipe. The general scheme of data extraction from a database withthe module Condb is shown in Figure 4.
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connection inconnection in�1connection i2connection i1...connection Mconnection M�1connection 2connection 1... �lterData Base- - -

Figure 4. Connections data extraction from a data base using a �lter.In the �rst prototype of the system the database is a set of at �les:for each day of monitoring there is a directory, which contains the cor-responding raw �les generated by Pconan. The utility gzip is used toreduce a volume of data.3.1.5 Basic processing of TCP connectionsThe module Conan is aimed to perform more complex and resource con-suming processing of the connections data, stored in the database, andthey are available through Condb.In the �rst prototype the following types of processing are imple-mented:� General summary on TCP connections of a given group. This in-cludes a description of each connection (client, server, applicationprotocols, living time, data volumes, etc.).� Frequency analysis of given group activity. This allows, for instance,to discover the most active members of the group.� Frequency analysis of application protocol utilization by a givengroup. This allows, for instance, to discover the most popular ap-plication protocol used by the group.The module Conan implements a TCPconal translator. Thus, themodule is managed by a TCPconal program: a user writes a TCPconalprogram as a text �le and it is an input parameter of the module Conan.Figure 5 shows a scheme of a user interaction with Conan.
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User �� ���� ��

TCPconalprogram
Report Conan Connectiondata base-�R=*k Interface

Figure 5. Scheme of the modules Conan and Interface3.1.6 The user interfaceThe module Interface allows a user to interact with the whole system. Auser gives a request to Interface. The module sends the request to Conanand awaits the results. The results are given back to the user as a reporton executed processing. All these steps are pictured in Figure 5.In the �rst prototype, a report is a text �le. The format of a report isdescribed in a corresponding TCPconal program.3.2 Modules interactionsThe modules interact by data exchange. This means using pipes: theoutput data of one module are the input data for another one.There are two module combinations, recommended at this time in the�rst prototype:� Filling a connections database from a stream of TCP packets (dataacquisition part of TCPconan)� Data processing in accordance with users' requirements (data pro-cessing part of TCPconan)The �rst of them has the following scheme:tcpdump 'tcp' ! Capture ! Machine&Pconan ! Condb



92 Dmitri G. Korzoun, Iouri A. BogoiavlenskiThe symbol `&' means here that both the modules Machine and Pconanwork simultaneously. So, tcpdump captures TCP packets from a net-work. The module Capture translates them into the TCPconan format.The modules Machine and Pconan discover and process TCP connections.Then the module Condb stores them into the data base.The second combination has a shorter scheme:Condb ! Conan � InterfaceThe module Condb takes connections data and sends them to Conan. Co-nan, in accordance with a TCPconal program from Interface, performs therequired processing and then gives the results to Interface. The last oneforms a report for the user.4 ExperimentsWe have performed a number of experiments to test the system TCP-conan and TCPconal language. One Ethernet segment was chosen as atestbed. This segment contains hosts belonging to the mathematics andphysics departments of the University of Petrozavodsk. The prototypewas installed on a host delta.cs.karelia.ru (AMD K5 processor at166 MHz).The whole TCP tra�c in the range of some hours was investigated.The following types of analysis were performed:� Connections analysis� Hosts Activity Analysis� Application Protocols Usage Analysis� Intruders monitoringAs the main result, we had that the most popular applications pro-tocols in the target Ethernet segment are WWW (40%) and ftp-data(15%). The most active host is proxy.karelia.ru which is a proxyserver for WWW and ftp tra�c. Among these we discovered thatthere was an aggressive behavior of host k143.karelia.ru from theDepartment of Physics. This host scanned some TCP ports of hostepsilon.cs.karelia.ru from the Department of Computer Science.A more detailed description of all these experiments can be foundin [18, 19].



System TCPconan 935 ConclusionThe prototype of a new MCSP system TCPconal was introduced in thispaper. A purpose of the system is to perform various types of TCP tra�cdata processing exibly de�ned with speci�cation language TCPconal.These problems often arise in distributed systems investigation. Today,TCP tra�c analysis becomes one of the most popular approaches fornetwork management.The implemented TCPconal translator provides exibility and expand-ability for setting data processing and specifying a report format. Thesefeatures are sure to be very useful for any kind of research in this area.The implemented prototype is oriented to solve three types of prob-lems: connections analysis, frequency analysis of hosts activity, and fre-quency analysis of application protocols usage. All of them are everydaytasks in network management and their goal is the estimation of the gen-eral state of the network and its resources. Also, they may be consideredas an initial base to solve various types of problems, which may arise in anetwork research.References[1] NetFlow Services and Applications. Cisco White Paper. 1998.[2] T. Monk, and K. Cla�y, Internet Data Acquisition and Analysis:Status and Next Steps. National Laboratory for Applied NetworkResearch, USA. 1997.http://ftp.uni-mannheim.de/ftp/info/inet 97/f1/f1 3.htm[3] L. Press, Tracking the Global Di�usion of the Internet. CACM,November 1997. Vol. 50, 11, pp. 11{17.[4] V. A. Ponomarev, I. A. Bogoiavlenski, and T. Alanko, An EthernetSegment Perfomance and Workload Characterization Using Set ofFilters Based on Free Software Tools. Proceedings of FDPW'97-98,Vol. 1. University of Petrozavodsk, 1998. pp. 130{152.[5] V. Paxon, TCP-reduce documentation.http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/tcp-reduce-doc.html[6] S. Osterman, TCPtrace Home Page.http://jarok.cs.ohiou.edu/software/tcptrace/tcptrace.html
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